Cloud Services

noris cloud Connect
Flexible and powerful

Utilize the full potential of hybrid systems. Benefit from flexible
and powerful connections to scalable and automatable cloud
infrastructures in your existing setup.

Benefits
 Maximum saftey due to redundant connections, optimized network
technology and continuous performance
 Cost-effective connection of your legacy systems to the noris cloud with all
important functions of the OpenStack technology
 Data security in the noris cloud through operation in our certified, highly
secure and high-performance german data centers
 Flexible scalability to meet your requirements optimally
 Integration of existing systems at noris, customer sites and data centers
with the noris cloud via the noris high-performance backbone
 Seamless migration or integration of legacy systems into the noris cloud

Highlights
 Data throughput between
100 Mbps and 10 Gbps
 Allocation of routed layer 3
networks as OpenStack subnet
pools in the noris cloud
 Dedicated connection via the
noris high-performance backbone
 Constant bandwidths and
latencies
 Simple and cost-effective
implementation of hybrid systems
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Details
noris cloud Connect makes it easy to establish a powerful connection from your existing
infrastructures to the noris cloud. In many cases you can reduce your network costs,
increase bandwidth throughput and provide a more consistent network experience. In this
way remote locations with dedicated lines can also be connected to the noris cloud. noris
cloud Connect is not routed via the public Internet and therefore offers more security,
reliability, faster speeds and lower latencies than typical Internet connections.
We provide noris cloud Connect with a data throughput of 100 Mbps to
10 Gbps. You can find a detailed list in the table below. Routed layer 3 networks
are used in the noris cloud as OpenStack subnet pools. The number and size of
the subnet pools will be coordinated with you upon initial setup. You have the
possibility to access public and private resources through the same connection,
while maintaining network separation between public and private environments.
Data throughput:
100 Mbit/s

200 Mbit/s

500 Mbit/s

1 Gbit/s

10 Gbit/s
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